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Welcome! My name is Coach Mary.
I have been involved in the great sport of gymnastics for over 35 years. I was a 
competitive gymnast for 17 years, competed at level 10 for four years, and competed 
at the NCAA Division I level at the University of Arizona for 4 years. I have been 
coaching gymnastics for over 25 years, and have been the owner and program director 
of Tucson Gymnastics Center for the last eight years, where gymnasts find success 
and develop important skills to carry with them, whatever life has in store for them. 
I am the author of the Gym Rats Gymnastics Book Series, the Gym Rats Blog, and am 
the editor-in-chief of the Gym Rats Magazine.

In the gym, practice time can be too limited for coaches to focus on each individual 
gymnast and her specific needs everyday, especially when it comes to the mental and 
life-skill sides of the sport.

That’s where I come in.
As a trusted coach, I am here to help gymnasts slow down and focus on the sport 
and balance other aspects of life in a different manner: outside the gym, without 
the urgency (and sometimes frustration) that coaches and gymnasts can feel during 
practice.

I specialize in respecting and regarding each gymnast as the individual that she is. 
I do this by coaching her to believe in herself and her ability by highlighting her 
strengths, strengthening her weaknesses, and providing an open atmosphere to help 
develop her self-esteem so she is confident and productive - not just in gymnastics, 
but throughout the rest of her life.

I believe that gymnastics is much more than twisting and flipping. In the right 
environment, gymnastics coaches have the great opportunity to develop important and 
essential life lessons and skills that each gymnast should develop - but this takes 
time, and time can be short in the gym.

I am developing a series of guides for gymnasts, coaches, and parents to utilize in 
order to build stronger, happier, and more confident gymnasts. Gymnasts will learn 
the skills necessary to develop high self-esteem, time management and organization 
skills, perseverance, and countless other life lessons that we intend for our gymnasts 
to learn in the world of gymnastics. But without specifically concentrating on these 
lessons, they can go underdeveloped during a gymnast’s tenure in the sport. I am here 
to help develop them.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08KRXCPJ4?ref_=dbs_dp_rwt_sb_tpbk&binding=paperback
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Visualization
Visualization is a powerful tool that many successful people use on a regular basis to help them reach their 
goals. Top athletes such as Bruce Lee, Michael Jordan, and Michael Phelps often credited their unbelievable 
performances to the power of visualization.

What is visualization?
To visualize is to form a mental image of something, or to imagine something. Close your eyes, and think about 
walking into your kitchen. What do you see? There is a refrigerator, an oven, a sink. What color are the cupboards 
and countertops? Is there a window? A pantry? What color are the floors? You just visualized!

Visualization is the act of imagining ourselves in a particular place (like in your kitchen), a particular situation 
(like at Disney World), doing a particular skill (like a back handspring), attaining a particular goal (like getting an 
“A” on your English essay), living a particular way (like being happy and confident), etc. When we visualize, we 
are able to see something in our mind about what we want our future to look like. When we visualize our goals, 
visualization is seeing our goals before we attain them. The act of visualization is very powerful.

Why visualization?
In practicing visualization, we can see ourselves in action, and as a result, we can see our goals in action, and 
we can imagine what our life will be like when we achieve our goals, even before we reach them. We can even 
imagine the steps it will take in order for us to reach our goals, and we can watch ourselves take each of those 
steps in order to realize our goals.

In visualizing, we reinforce in our brains the fact that something is possible, that we can do it. With the repetition 
of visualization, our brain then begins to believe that the new goal or the new reality is possible and reachable. If 
we can see it and feel it, then it is more likely to happen, to become our reality.

Learning to visualize is not just valuable as a gymnast. It is a valuable tool that can be used throughout life. For 
instance, when I was a 13-year-old gymnast, I decided that I wanted to get a college scholarship to the University 
of Arizona. While I was in high school, I played my scenario over and over in my head. I imagined what it would 
be like competing for the U of A, and I worked hard to do everything I could possibly do to achieve it. I visualized 
what I wanted, held that vision as my belief of what I would have in my future, and I took the steps to make it 
happen. It wasn’t a short or easy process, but I held strong to my belief and to my vision. I made the decisions I 
needed to make in order to make my vision a reality. And it happened.

This type of visualization can help for a job, a relationship, a grade on an exam, anything in life. Once you hold a 
vision in your head, you will begin to take the steps necessary in your life to get there.

Why do we need visualization in a sport like gymnastics?
Gymnastics is a difficult sport. There are many things that make it difficult. One is that it can be hard on the body, 
and extra repetitions of skills, especially very difficult skills, can easily invite injury. We can use visualization 
to do more repetitions of a skill than what may be physically possible or sensible; we can do more repetitions 
without extra wear and tear on the body.

What is great about visualization is that the brain does not discern between actually physically doing the skill and 
simply imagining the skill. This was studied in Olympic athletes. “Incredibly, the same muscles fired in the same 
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sequence when [athletes] were running the race in their mind as when they were running it on the track.” (Dr. 
Denis Waitly, The Secret). The mind can do incredible things.

A sport like gymnastics can also be mentally taxing and complicated. Gymnasts can easily run into self-doubt 
in our ability to perform a skill. Replaying the skill in our mind can help us believe that we can do it again; 
visualization can help us regain lost self-confidence.

Gymnasts should have goals. In the “Gym Rats Success Saturday Guide to Setting Goals,” I show you the step-
by-step process to create goals and subgoals. Visualization allows gymnasts to imagine what it is like for her body 
to go through a skill before she actually physically completes it. Any time a gymnast goes for a skill for the first 
time, she doesn’t fully know what it will be like. Visualization allows her to get an idea of what a skill will feel 
like before she even attempts it. It also gives her the ability to see herself completing a skill before she has tried it.

“Seeing the future” is an important way to help us attain our goals (like in my University of Arizona story). By 
imagining ourselves completing a skill for the first time, we can begin to believe that it is possible.

What is a mental block?
Sometimes, after a gymnast has done a skill many times, all of a sudden, she is unable to perform the skill 
anymore. There isn’t an overt fear involved, or anything particular that would cause the problem. One moment she 
could do the skill, the next moment, her body won’t go. This is called a “mental block.” Sometimes gymnasts have 
mental blocks on skills where they don’t know why, but they are simply unable to perform them. See my book, 
Mental Block and Allison’s story in Gym Rats Moving Up to identify with and begin to understand mental blocks.

As a gymnast, I experienced a mental block on my giant (see Mental Block for a rendition of my story.) And as a 
coach, I have helped many gymnasts work through their own mental blocks. Working through a mental block can 
certainly take time, and recovery from a mental block can take a circuitous route.

During times of mental blocks, it might be difficult for you to even see yourself completing a skill in your 
imagination. It might take some work for you to see yourself doing the skill successfully. But once you can, 
visualization can help knock down the mental block.

How do you start to visualize?
As I mentioned before, visualization is a powerful tool. In being so, it sometimes can come with difficulty for 
cetain people. Remember when you visualized your kitchen earlier? You simply imagine that you see a certain 
thing. Applying this to gymnastics can be tricky. If you don’t truly believe that you can do a skill, it might take 
you a few tries in order for you to see yourself doing a skill successfully, especially if you’ve never done the skill 
before, if you’re very scared of the skill, or if you have a mental block. I had a gymnast tell me that every time she 
visualized her switch leap, she split the beam! This is an instance where she really needed to practice visualizing 
until she could see herself completing the skill successfully.

In starting to visualize, it will be helpful to practice by visualizing the skills that you already have. Imagine 
yourself completing the skills you can already do. Make sure you see yourself performing your skills with perfect 
form and with complete success.

Watch versus feel
There are two different ways to visualize. One way is to watch yourself doing the skill, and the other way is to feel 
yourself doing the skill. Both can be very beneficial. Let’s break each of them down.

https://irisblupublishing.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/setting-goals.pdf
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When you “watch” yourself complete a skill while visualizing, you practice visualizing your skills as though 
you are someone else watching you complete them. See yourself from the outside, like a member of an audience, 
performing your skills successfully and perfectly.

When you “feel” yourself complete a skill, you go through your skill as though you are performing it. You 
imagine every part of the skill — all the associated feelings, as though you are really in the moment. You go 
to the chalk box and chalk up, you stand at the bar, stretch your arms tall, take a deep breath, bring your arms 
down, bend your knees, and jump to the bar, bringing your arms to your ears, and catch the bar, and on and on. 
Remember each of the cues that you have and that your coach gives you for each part of the skill, and really feel 
yourself doing them. Think about each part as you’re doing it, and imagine what the whole experience feels like. 
This is especially helpful because this method tends to make us nervous or excited, just like we would be if we 
were actually doing the skill.

Practice both ways of visualizing with the skills that you already have. Be sure to visualize yourself performing 
them with perfect form and with complete success.

Begin visualizing the skills you want
Now that you have practiced visualizing the skills that you already have, it’s time to get out your goals. (You 
should know them very well by now, if you have followed the steps in the “Gym Rats Success Saturday Guide to 
Setting Goals.”)

One by one, go through each of your goals, and visualize yourself doing them. Be sure to complete each skill 
successfully and perfectly in your mind. Keep in mind that for these new skills, it may be difficult for you to see 
yourself completing them successfully, especially depending on the skill, your level of familiarity with it, and 
your fear level associated with it. (Remember the switch leap incident above?)

It is important that you understand that taking some time and perseverance is the reality of the situation, and do 
not let it discourage you from continuing. Keep working at it and practicing, and like anything else, you will 
become more successful at visualizing new skills.

To get started, it might help you to watch another gymnast completing the skill in order for you to see it. You can 
watch a gymnast in the gym or watch a video of another gymnast completing the skill, visualize her completing 
the skill, and then superimpose your head on her body. Eventually, you will be able to picture yourself doing it.

Next steps
In your notebook (get your Official Gym Rats Notebook here!), you already have a list of goals and subgoals for 
each event written down. If you don’t, then stop what you’re doing, and do that now! (Download and follow the 
“Gym Rats Success Saturday Guide to Setting Goals” to help you.)

Each day, carve out 10 minutes to read over your goals, and update them as necessary. In doing this, practice 
visualizing yourself successfully and perfectly completing your goals and subgoals as you read each one over. Be 
sure to pay attention to how you feel as you successfully complete each of your goals!

You will add an even more realistic experience if you visualize where you are currently with the skill, then in 
order, visualize each of your subgoals, building on each one, until you successfully complete your larger skill 
goal. Your brain and your body will work together to experience it all, and you will feel the nervousness and 
excitement of reaching and attaining your goals step-by-step.

Congratulations!
Learning how to visualize takes time and effort. You are well on your way to being awesome at it and giving 
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yourself the best opportunity to reach your goals! Print out the certificate in this guide and hang it up to remind 
you of your commitment to yourself to practice visualization. Remember that visualization is a process, and you 
will only get better as you practice!

More from Coach Mary
I’m here to help. If you would like more one-on-one help, let’s book a call! I offer a free, no-obligation, 20-minute  
initial Zoom meeting to get to know your gymnast and help her to figure out what she needs to work on. (Parents 
are always welcome on the call!) Contact Coach Mary to book your Zoom meeting!

Gym Rats Gymnastics Book Series

Gym Rats MagazineBooks for the Experienced Gymnast

Gym Rats Success Saturday Guides
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Certificate of Achievement
You have completed the

Gym Rats Success Saturday Guide to Visualization!
Keep up your dedication and hard work!

Congratulations!
You are well on your way to reaching your dreams!

Signed Date


